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It’s exam time for negotiating bulk video services for a student living
community. Here’s a cheat sheet.
By Henry Pye ■ RealPage Inc. and Scott Craig ■ Davis, Craig and Taylor

1. Digital Services. Until recently,
almost every purpose-built student living development included only analog
television in the rent. Owners usually
considered digital cable television or the
direct broadcast satellite equivalent (collectively, digital cable TV) an unnecessary expense. Many communities looking to save upfront costs did not provide
the ability for residents to upgrade to
digital cable, though this approach was
arguably shortsighted.
In contrast, almost every new student
living community now purchases digital
cable TV for its residents. Multiple reasons account for the shift to digital cable
TV. First, many cable and telco companies have reduced or eliminated analog
TV options. Even when there are no settop boxes and residents receive only analog channels in the living areas and, more
often, bedrooms, the underlying video
package is now almost always digital.

In our experience, anywhere from 15
to 40 percent of residents are interested
in cable TV upgrades on a unit basis.
Not surprisingly for this demographic,
HDTV and digital video recorders usually lead the way, and the popularity of
other packages varies greatly. Regardless
of the exact percentage, enough residents want the ability to cost-effectively

2. Resident Upgrades and Premiums. Second, owners are trying not to
penalize residents who want to upgrade
their services. In the past, many providers using direct broadcast satellite and
a few cable companies created custom
lineups through à la carte video packages to offer low-cost solutions. Though
this led to admirable pricing, it also significantly penalized anyone who wanted
anything beyond a bulk analog cable
TV package.
When residents called to request a
high-definition set-top box, they discovered that they had to repurchase the
bulk programming at retail. Instead of
a $6 to $12 upgrade cost, the package
would cost more than $70 per month.

3. Bulk Premiums. One of the most
common questions regarding bulk cable
TV is whether a community should include a premium package, such as HBO,
in the rent. The answer is: It depends.
We usually like to include one premium
service in the bulk video package. HBO
appears to do the best job of providing
contemporary Hollywood fare and orig-
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inal programming. However, the cost,
the number of HBO channels available
and the availability of HBO On Demand and HBO GO (TV Everywhere)
depends on the provider and the solution. Put simply, $1 per bed per month
for eight high-definition HBO channels
with both HBO On Demand and HBO
GO is an easy “yes.” However, $2.50

Analog-only services penalize residents who
want to upgrade their services and find they must
repurchase their bulk programming at retail.
That’s one reason owners are now purchasing
digital cable TV for their residents.
upgrade to make it a critical point of any
negotiation.

per bed per month for eight standarddefinition HBO channels that are viewable only if a resident pays to upgrade to
a set-top box is not as valuable.
4. Set-Top Boxes. With the move to
digital television, communities must
keep track of the set-top boxes that
are needed to receive most of the bulk
video programming. This does not mean
they have to inventory or predeploy settop boxes for every living room and
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bedroom (though there can be good
reasons to inventory boxes for living
rooms). It means that all parties must
understand the cost of those boxes.
Though most direct broadcast satellite systems can still provide 48 or more
analog channels for bedrooms, set-top
boxes are increasingly necessary to receive competitive programming. Set-top
boxes can cost more than $10 per month –
which sometimes exceeds the cost of the
underlying programming – and the cost
must not come as a surprise to either
the community or residents. Who is responsible when boxes are damaged or go
missing should be clearly understood.
5. Taxes and Fees. A common mistake
in budgeting for bulk video and data
services is forgetting to address taxes
and fees. Taxes and fees can easily add
14 percent or more to a bulk cable TV
bill. Taxes and fees for direct broadcast
satellite solutions are generally lower but
still can exceed 9 percent.
6. Wiring. When negotiating bulk services for a development, owners should
consider installing as much of the passive infrastructure as possible and even
reimbursing providers for related equipment costs. Numerous student living
communities end up paying providers
for wiring for years after construction
has been completed in the form of higher
rates. Asking a provider to wire a community for bulk services is the multifamily equivalent of borrowing from a loan
shark. With some rare exceptions, the
best return on investment is minus 300
percent.
7. Lineups. Not surprisingly, many vendors stress the relative strengths of their
video packages while downplaying their
shortcomings. One common shortcoming is that popular channels are left out
of the bulk lineup. Every negotiation
and contract should list the channels to

Asking a provider to wire a community for bulk
services is the multifamily equivalent of borrowing
from a loan shark. With some rare exceptions,
the best rate of return is minus 300 percent.
be provided. Though very competitive
video packages can be created with direct broadcast satellite, some providers
mislead communities by offering video
packages that are missing popular channels that residents reasonably expect.
8. Ratio of Beds to Units. Another
common bulk video challenge for many
student communities is failing to adjust for differences in the ratio of beds
to units. Video should almost always
be charged per unit. Thus, the cost per
bed for video is far lower in communities with an average of four beds per unit
than in communities with an average of
two beds per unit. This seems obvious,
but it is often missed.
As many communities with low bedto-unit ratios are also relatively small,
they have far fewer units to cover the
fixed costs of providing video service.
Thus, the unit mix alone can often dictate the most cost-effective bulk video
solution for a community.
9. Convergence: TV Everywhere
and Multiscreen Video Services.
TV Everywhere, or multiscreen access,
is roughly the online version of a traditional linear or on-demand video offering
from a cable, telco or satellite company.
An example would be using a Comcast
video account to watch HBO’s “Game of
Thrones” on an iPad via the Internet.
We believe students will increasingly
shift much of their personal viewing
of bulk and premium television to TV
Everywhere. The need for larger televisions in living areas will probably always

Cable TV and high-speed Internet access are
converging. Owners must eventually offer
competitive services such as TV Everywhere.
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remain. However, students will shift
much of their cable TV viewing in their
bedrooms to their computers, tablets
and even smartphones. As many owners
discovered last spring, residents are not
happy when the bulk video service runs
a commercial every half hour for a TV
Everywhere service the community does
not have.
Admittedly, deploying TV Everywhere services to a bulk multifamily
community creates unique challenges.
(For example, the bulk video subscription is in the community’s name, not
the residents’.) However, student living communities will need to offer this
service. Although almost every vendor
needs some time to overcome these issues, communities must eventually offer
competitive services.
TV Everywhere is only one example
of how cable TV and high-speed Internet access are increasingly interrelated
or converging. Owners must strive to
anticipate change and address it, both in
the deal terms and the documents.
10. Amenity Areas. Most modern
clubhouses have a number of televisions.
The cost of providing high-definition
service to those screens – not to mention
providing a solution for the personal entertainment systems integrated with fitness equipment – can be significant but
is often overlooked. Unless explicitly
included in the contract, many services
can cost in excess of $125 per TV per
month for a commercial high-definition
video account. A system to feed video
signals to personal entertainment systems can cost more than $7,000.
Estimating these costs can be very
confusing as every video provider poses
unique challenges for amenity areas.
However, identifying and addressing
these costs up front is a necessity. v
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